Folic Acid Derived Hydrogel Enhances the Survival and Promotes Therapeutic Efficacy of iPS Cells for Acute Myocardial Infarction.
Stem cell therapy has obtained extensive consensus to be an effective method for post myocardial infarction (MI) intervention. Induced pluripotent stem (iPS) cells, which are able to differentiate into multiple cell types, have the potential to generate cardiovascular lineage cells for myocardial repair after ischemic damage, but their poor retention rate significantly hinders the therapeutic efficacy. In the present study, we developed a supramolecular hydrogel which is formed by the self-assembly of folic acid (FA)-modified peptide via a biocompatible method (glutathione reduction) and suitable for cell encapsulation and transplantation. The iPS cells labeled with CM-Dil were transplanted into the MI hearts of mice with or without FA hydrogel encapsulation. The results corroborated that the FA hydrogel significantly improved the retention and survival of iPS cells in MI hearts post injection, leading to augmentation of the therapeutic efficacy of iPS cells including better cardiac function and much less adverse heart remodeling, by subsequent differentiation toward cardiac cells and stimulation of neovascularization. This study reported a novel supramolecular hydrogel based on FA-peptides capable of improving the therapeutic capacity of iPS cells, which held big potential in the treatment of MI.